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“WHAT IS YOUR PERSONALITY TYPE?”
TYPE A PERSONALITY

“BIRTH ORDER
& PERSONALITY”

 Is a highly independent
and driven personality,
typically representing the
leaders in business.
They are blunt,
competitive, no–nonsense
types who like to get to the
point. They are also strong
entrepreneurial spirits
(risk–takers). As such,
they embrace change and
are always looking for
practical solutions for
solving problems.

 Thrives on change
and fears routine
 Has an entrepreneurial streak
 Enjoys taking risk and
is driven to succeed
 Is competitive and aggressive
 Is impatient and
is not a good listener
 Is persistent in
getting what he/she wants

From
“Birth Order and You”
by
Dr. Ronald Richardson
and Lois Richardson


 Represents highly
extroverted people who
love the spotlight. Because
of this, they are very
entertaining and possess
strong charisma (everyone
likes to be around them).
Small wonder these people
are sales and marketing
types. They thrive on
entertaining people and are
easily hurt if they cannot
sway someone (such as
"bombing" on stage).

 Loves to have a good time
 Likes being
the center of attention
 Needs to be liked by others
 Tends to be talkative
and outgoing
 Is relaxed and laid back
 Is not competitive
or aggressive

 The antithesis of Type "B";
they are introverted
detailists as represented by
such people as accountants,
programmers, and engineers.
They may have trouble
communicating to other
people, but are a whirlwind
when it comes to crunching
numbers or writing program
code.

FIRST–BORN CHILDREN

 Are perfectionist, serious,
careful and conscientious.
Do not like surprises and
prefer to be in control.
Often take leadership roles.


SECOND–BORN CHILDREN

 Are more rebellious.
Break rules and question
more in order to get noticed.
Sometimes feel left out and
not respected. Are often
called “catch–up kids”
because they are trying
to catch up to their
older sibling. Are often
the best adjusted as adults.


TYPE B PERSONALITY

TYPE C PERSONALITY

They tend to be very cautious
and reserved, and will not
venture into something until
after all the facts have been
checked out.








Takes everything seriously
Thrives on details & accuracy
Is predictable and dependable
Is loyal and patient
Is thoughtful and sensitive
Likes facts

YOUNGEST CHILD

 Love attention.
Are charming, outgoing,
affectionate and
uncomplicated. Are
sometimes spoiled.
Sometimes feel left out
and not taken seriously.


ONLY CHILD

 Are, like eldest children,
overachievers. Are,
like youngest children,
often pampered. Are
at ease with themselves
and have high self–esteem.
Are sometimes smothered
with attention by
their parents.
For more on Myer-Briggs
Personality Types Indicator,

please google: myers–briggs

TYPE D PERSONALITY
 Is best characterized as
those people who resist
any form of change and
prefer the tedium of routine,
such as in clerical
assignments.
They are not adventurous,
resist responsibility and
prefer to be told what to do.

 Doesn’t like to take charge
 Prefers a set of guidelines
that he/she can follow
 Is supportive of others
 Is punctual and consistent
 Is content and happy with
life and him/herself
 Doesn’t mind doing
repetitive tasks
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